Livestock grazing in a restored Ngitili system. Photo credit: Lalisa A. Duguma
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1.

Leveraging change in a landscape towards a desired state requires understanding
of its history, system dynamics and political economy
Leveraging potential depends on properly identifying the leveraging areas and the
respective leveraging points
Achieving leveraging involves considered actions, incentives and the
development of appropriate enabling conditions for change

Introduction

“Don’t remove symptoms, but deal with underlying causes”, is advice easily given, but in
fact symptoms, proximate and ultimate causes form a complex tangle where land use and
landscapes are concerned. Landscapes are understood as dynamic results of the interactions
among its different components (Meining, 1979). The way the system is described and
understood influences the landscape interpretation, as the actors and stakeholders who
shape the landscape do so using language, rationales and rationalizations that change
over time. For instance, climate change was not a serious concern some decades ago
but now it is seen to be an important driver of change happening at different scales, and
negative effects due to climate change are seen, in some cases, as rationale for financial
compensation. Usually, when the dynamic equilibrium is disrupted landscapes degrade.
Landscape degradation refers to “… any change or disturbance to the environment, land, or
soil perceived to be deleterious or undesirable” (Johnson et al., 1997). Restoring degraded
landscapes requires understanding the details of factors causing the problem, how those
factors are interrelated and their impact on the state of the landscape. Degradation usually
happens due to either biotic interactions or abiotic limitations (Whisenant, 1999). Biotic
interactions mainly are associated with degradation in the structures or components of
the landscape while abiotic limitations explain the one linked to processes that affect
the landscape. Restoration thus needs to take into account these two perspectives and
determine what needs to be done. Hobbs and Harris (2001) argued that degradation due
to biotic interactions can be corrected by putting in place measures that restore the biotic
composition.
With ecosystem degradation, one of the current major global concerns (Hobbs &
Harris, 2001; MEA, 2005; Hobbs et al., 2011), strategies to identify the real drivers of
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degradation, the interactions between the drivers and the potential leverage points to
change the current degradation pathways are gaining attention in global conservation,
development and restoration efforts. Efforts in the past were made but with very limited
success in achieving sustainably managed natural resources. Jones and Schmitz (2009)
analyzed large data sets of restoration projects and found that more than half of them
reported unrestored functions after the restoration programmes. Four main reasons, which
might have emanated from the limited understanding of how the landscape functions
may explain such failures in restoration efforts particularly in many developing countries.
First, the implementers may not have properly identified the right leverage points
to address the problems in the landscape from a systems perspective. For instance, a
large number of projects have emphasized specific parts of the landscape for specific
functions (Whisenant, 1999) often ignoring parts of the landscape that either influence
the targeted function or that may be affected by the function as these are only indirectly,
and not directly, related to the functions of focus. As such, piecemeal approaches often
therefore do not address the underlying drivers, they usually fail to effectively rehabilitate
the landscape and instead create a number of leakages, for instance, shifting specific
activities from one part of the landscape to another. Second, the compatibility of the
identified leveraging options within the socio-economic and cultural context of the area
under consideration is crucial. Third, in many instances, the right leveraging options are
known, but the application is done in the wrong direction – opposite to its positive impact
path. For instance, in the 1990s the Ethiopian government made effort to reduce wood
scarcity by extensive planting of Eucalyptus species; while effective in providing wood,
the intervention had significant ecological effects on water use (Bewket & Sterk, 2005)
and crops grown close to it (Lisanework & Michelsen, 1993). Though planting trees was
the right action to address the wood shortage, interactions with water could have been
foreseen and the choice of species more locally attuned. Fourth, some leveraging options
could be effective in the short-term, but may negatively affect the system in the long-term.
For instance, the clearance of woodlands to eradicate tsetse fly problems in Tanzania’s
Shinyanga region in the late 1920s and early 1930s resulted in wood scarcity, which led
to the exploitation of the remnant forests (Mlenge, 2004; Monela et al., 2005).
Noting the complexity of processes in landscapes (Parrot & Meyer, 2012) and the need to
understand the inter-linkages among landscape components, approaches that are capable
of capturing issues of such sort are of utmost importance. Properly managing a landscape
therefore requires a systems approach to understand the processes and practices that take
place in it. To manage a system it is crucial to know where the options for leveraging lie.
Once such options are known, it is necessary to apply the required force (e.g., incentives,
disincentives and actions) to make the change process take place. But remaining key
issues include: 1) How do we identify potential leveraging areas in a landscape? and 2)
Do we have a pragmatic framework that is easily understood and used by practitioners
dealing with landscape management in the field where the change of state is a practical
concern? This chapter builds on a leveraging options framework/concept and combines
it with a number of other useful frameworks with the aim to improve approaches for
facilitating change processes in landscapes. The framework disaggregates the landscape
management context into manageable units. Using a particular case study (the HASHI
programme in Tanzania), we give insights on how the framework could be used in
leveraging landscapes facing degradation problems.
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2.

The concepts of leveraging, leverage points and
associated frameworks

Leveraging is a process of facilitating the progressive transformation of the landscape
from its current state (perceived to be not sufficient) to a desired state often defined by
taking into account the local contexts and available resources required to bring the desired
change. It requires an in-depth understanding of what is going on within the landscape
at its current state in a bid to identify where potentials exist for progressive changing of
states.
Levers are actions that change the trajectory of processes happening in a given spatial and
temporal context. When they are significantly effective, they are like ‘game changers’
in many instances stopping/changing negative impacts and pathways, i.e., neutralizing
the aggregate effects or converting negative processes into beneficial ones. Applying the
right levers requires knowing where the action could be effective in making the desired
changes. This point of force in systems science is called a leverage point (Meadows,
1999). A system with no opportunities for change has no leverage points and thus is
difficult to change in principle unless it is re-established/recreated (Meadows, 1999).
Three key frameworks that link with understanding the problems and identifying
leveraging areas exist. These are the DPSIR (driver-pressure-state-impact-response; Wei
et al., 2007; Omann et al., 2009), opportunities framework (UNEP, 2006), and Meadows’s
recommendations for leveraging points (Meadows, 1999). DPSIR is a widely used tool to
analyze environmental problems. It is thus very helpful to understand what went wrong
in the landscape due to what factors. DPSIR also helps to understand how changes in a
landscape due to a given driver could affect the local environmental conditions and thus
triggering either beneficial or detrimental response actions after the impact. Critics argue
that DPSIR is more of a deterministic causal model, which may not properly capture the
uncertainty and complexity in resource management systems (Maxim et al., 2009).
The opportunities framework, an extended form of DPSIR, helps to understand the
available opportunities and the resource potentials of a system. Meadows’s leverage
points look at the options for leveraging systems performance taking into account the
complexity (complex interrelations and interdependencies in systems components) and
hence capturing the less emphasized uncertainty and complexity elements that the DPSIR
and the opportunities framework do not accommodate. It helps to identify the points
where to place efforts to bring about change in the way the system operates.
In general, DPSIR, the opportunities framework and Meadows’s leveraging points are
complementary especially in cases where tackling degradation is a priority issue. The
first one helps to understand the problems, the impacts and the responses; the second
helps to identify opportunities for change and the existing potentials, and the third helps
in identifying leveraging options to move towards the desired state.

3.

Leveraging at the landscape level

The process of leveraging landscapes involves four basic elements. First, is understanding
the underlying drivers causing the degradation problem in the landscape; second, targeting
the leveraging areas and soliciting the levers by exploring the potentials for change; third,
recognizing the associated tradeoffs; and lastly, taking into account the leakages in the
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whole process as feedbacks that could help as balancing or reinforcing loops. Each of
these elements is described in more detail below.
3. 1

Understanding the drivers of change

3.2

Targeting leveraging areas

In the case of landscape degradation, there are always drivers which are at the root of the
problem. Any effort to leverage such a landscape should start from understanding what
the drivers are and how they interact with each other. This need for understanding is also
stressed by scholars like Hobbs and colleagues (Hobbs et al., 2011) who ask “…do we
know enough to intervene?”. In the developing county context, where there is usually a
strong livelihood element in landscape management, there is often a complex set of drivers
that interact with each other to varying degrees. Unless we have an in-depth understanding
of the drivers that are responsible for the degradation of the landscape, efforts and
resources are often spent on solving superficial issues rather than the fundamental
problems, i.e., the root causes. Treating superficial issues is easier than solving the
fundamental problems, and surprisingly, in addressing sustainability challenges emphasis
is often put on the first one (Harich et al., 2012) as it is cheaper, but less effective. Second,
one of the major limitations in most of the existing driver analyses (e.g., in deforestation
cases) is failing to take into account the interactions and interdependencies between
the drivers. This could probably be one of the reasons why tropical deforestation has
remained a challenge despite the considerable investments made to avert it for decades. It
is also necessary to know the impact magnitude of the drivers to be able to prioritize the
most important ones to tackle the degradation process. An additional strategy is to also
prioritize drivers that are linked to many other drivers. This can be through understanding
the path dependency among the drivers and the strength of the paths linking the drivers
to one another. Once the key drivers are known, it is necessary to associate them with
leveraging areas that can help to systematically address them.
For leveraging to be effective, the levers should be applied at points where they impose
a significant force to change the state of the landscape. Some levers are targeted towards
a certain element of the landscape, which in this chapter is referred to as leveraging areas
(Table 10.1).
Meadows’s system-leveraging options apply at higher-level systems and could be a good
basis to start from in framing the potential leveraging options at the landscape level. For a
practitioner working at the landscape level though, a one-to-one matching of the elements
in Meadows’s recommendations could be complicated. To facilitate the leveraging
process, it is necessary that the frameworks and procedures of leveraging used are as
simple as possible to be applied by the practitioners. Basing on the contexts of DPSIR,
the opportunities framework and Meadows’s leverage points, we therefore propose a
simplified framework composed of six key elements: actors, practices, processes, policies
and institutions, inputs and goals. Below potential leveraging options within each of the
elements of the framework are described.
Actors: Individuals, groups or institutions that are directly or indirectly active in the
landscape are referred to as actors. They could be farmers, governmental and/or nongovernmental organizations operating within the landscape. In multi-actors landscapes,
improving the state of the landscape requires a negotiation process among the stakeholders
to ensure that there is an agreement on the desired state of the landscape. Agreements
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Table 10.1 Meadows (1999)'s recommendation for leverage points in a system with corresponding
examples of leveraging options at the landscape level.

Meadows’s 12
recommendations for
leveraging a system
(in increasing order of
effectiveness)

Corresponding Potential levers applicable at the
potential
landscape level
leveraging areas
in a landscape

Numbers - Constants,
parameters (e.g.,
subsidies, taxes,
standards)

Policies

Buffers - The size
of buffers and other
resource stocks relative
to their flows

Practices/policies Maintain the right proportions of the
landscape components (production,
conservation, water bodies, residence,
cultural areas, etc.) to avoid collapse in
some functions

Enforce standards such pollution caps,
greenhouse gases emission levels,
maximum allowable cuts for forests, etc.

The structure of material Practices/policies Regulate consumption patterns, regulate
stocks and flows
marketing of products, minimize losses
through illegal exploitations
Delays - The length of
Processes/inputs
delays relative to the rate
of system change

Take timely actions to restore a function
in a landscape when a degradation
problem is identified; share the necessary
information for action to tackle problems
in the landscape

Balancing feedback
Processes/
loops - The strength of
practices
negative feedback loops
relative to the impacts
they try to correct against

Introduce fines for illegal activities, for
example: penalties for illegal logging and
forest clearance, fines for poaching, or
pollution taxes (Meadows, 1999)

Reinforcing feedback
loops - Gains around
positive feedback loops

Processes/
practices

Incentives such as technical support and
free tree seedling supply for farmers
adopting sustainable farming techniques,
tax waivers and input subsidies for actors
investing in sustainable land use practices

Information flows

Processes/inputs

Promote bottom-up and top-down
consultations; participatory processes;
awareness creation about the state of the
landscape; consultative decision-making
processes

The rules of the system Policies
(e.g., incentives,
punishments, constraints)

Fines and punishments for illegal
activities (e.g., illegal access, illegal
logging, etc.); incentives (e.g., tax
exemptions, rewards, cash incentives,
etc.); define how and when the incentives,
fines, punishments are implemented
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Self-organization - The Policies/
power to add, change and processes
evolve

Decision-making power distribution,
roles, responsibilities and resources of
actors as well as goodwill, trust and
relationships between actors.

The goals of the system

Change from commercial farming to a
multifunctional landscape

Goals

Paradigms - The mindset Goals
out of which the system
emerged

Advocate for sustainability and
multifunctionality rather than short-term
profits/benefits

The power to transcend
paradigms

Be flexible to emerging opportunities and
new knowledge and understanding that
adds value to the efforts of achieving the
intended goals

Goals

reached through various participatory consultations could help to define the change
paradigm to be implemented in the landscape. Such participatory chosen paradigms often
lead to setting more context appropriate goals that can be achieved through the aggregate
effect of different objectives associated with different practices. However, in landscapes
with no common management structure, often each actor has its own objectives of
maximizing its own benefits without concerns for the effects of his/her actions on its
neighbour or others in the landscape.
Practices: Practices are interventions or activities to be implemented in a landscape to
change the status quo to a desired state, i.e., a sustainable functional landscape. Sutherland et
al. (2014) proposed ‘solution scanning’ as a tool to identify management interventions that
can be taken to resolve resource management problems in various ecosystems to maintain
or enhance their regulating services. The nature of the practices to be implemented in the
landscape is often determined by the needs of the actors and the goals and objectives set to
be achieved through the actions. Thus, practices are results of negotiation processes from
the actors/stakeholders in the landscape and are carefully selected in such a way that they
conform to the specific set of goals defined. The negotiation and consultation processes
can also help in delineating parts of the landscape that should be allocated for different
uses, for example, production function, conservation, water source management, etc.
Processes: Two main categories of processes are important here. The first category
arises from the interactions between actors (e.g., through negotiations and participation
processes). Such processes are the basis for defining bylaws, rules and regulations at the
landscape level that determine the level of actions and responsibilities of the different
actors. The main leverage point here is making the processes of decision-making
inclusive, i.e., representing the voices of all actors, to reduce resource destruction and/
or landscape degradation. The second category of processes involves biophysical and
ecological processes such as nutrient cycling, water cycling, energy cycle, biodegradation
and soil remediation, etc. Facilitating both categories of processes is necessary to achieve
the desired state.
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Policy and institutional contexts: Policy is among the key elements that feature strongly in
exploring the opportunities to identify leverage points at the landscape level. For instance,
land tenure, a widely mentioned obstacle for not pursuing sustainable land management
practices in agrarian communities in Africa, can be tackled through policy changes or
modifications (UNECA, 2004; Abdulai et al., 2011). For instance, the Tanzanian Land
and Village Land Acts of 1999 allowed locals a title deed for village lands thus motivating
farmers to engage in restoration programmes (UNDP, 2012). Policies also define the
rules and standards that need to be followed when doing a number of practices and can
pose a number of incentives (e.g., tax exemptions and subsidies for farm inputs) and
disincentives (e.g., fines and penalties) for detrimental actions that affect the processes in
the landscape.
Inputs: Two major categories of inputs exist, in-kind and monetary inputs. The first
involves infrastructure, human capital (skills) and materials required to run the institutions
that spearhead the move towards a sustainable landscape. The monetary inputs are
financial resources required to design, implement and monitor the projects over a given
period. Such inputs can include government budget allocation, bilateral and multilateral
grants and financing in the form of development aid, and support from the private sector
through corporate social responsibility or direct investment. Considering the current
global financial problems felt at all scales, any leveraging through inputs could be a strong
point of intervention to facilitate the move towards sustainable landscapes particularly in
the developing world.
Goals: Changing goals could be one strong leverage point as suggested by Meadows
(1999). Hobbs and Harris (2001) also strongly emphasize the importance of proper goal
setting for the success of restoration programmes. The authors also state that goal setting
is an iterative process, which requires proper considerations of the ecological potentials
of the landscape and the societal needs in the area. Changing goals can be possible when
the actors agree that the current state is not satisfactory, is causing harmful effects or
the desired target is not achievable within the existing biophysical, climatic and policy
contexts and needs to be revised. It is believed that changing a goal or modifying it based
on the prevailing context offers a great leverage point.
3.3

Recognizing tradeoffs in the leveraging process

3.4

Leakage as a feedback

Though levers and leveraging can help change the trajectories of the system progression,
tradeoffs could emerge particularly in a system where strong interdependence among the
components exist. Under such conditions, the actors should be able to decide on what type
and what extent of tradeoffs can be accommodated in the process while trying to achieve
a given goal. The level to which tradeoffs can be accommodated in the system varies with
the type of landscape, and hence, is context specific. Thus, in managed landscapes, the
current and future states of the landscape are functions of the decisions made by the actors
on what to do/not to do, where to do what and how to do.
Positive effects of interventions on target state variables of a landscape can be partially
offset by negative effects elsewhere, typically because of cross-scale feedback effects that
were not recognized in the designed intervention. Where degradation-causing activities
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satisfy market demand for some products, local solutions tend to shift rather than resolve
problems. For instance, in cases where there is a strong market demand for wood and
other forest products, protecting only a parcel of a forest does not stop illegal cutting
because as far as the demand is there, locals and other suppliers could engage in cutting
trees from adjacent forests and hence continue the trend of deforestation. Such efforts
can create activity shifts from one location to another without significant net effect in
reducing deforestation. In some cases positive leakages (Schwarze et al., 2002) can
also occur, which even contribute to achieving the desired state. For instance, if soil
conservation practices are adopted in a landscape, there could be horizontal dissemination
of knowledge to neighbouring landscapes and thus creating positive behavioural change.

4.

The application of the framework on leveraging
landscapes: the case of the Shinyanga restoration
programme in Tanzania

To illustrate the application of the proposed framework to identify the leveraging options
at the landscape scale, we used an ex-post analysis of the Shinyanga Soil Conservation
Programme (HASHI) that was carried out in Northern Tanzania from the early 1980s
until 2004. Figure 10.1 indicates processes and practices that took place in the area. We
examined the state before the intervention based on existing project documents. When
this framework is applied in ex-ante conditions, it helps to understand the causes behind
the observed changes and hence helping to identify the main drivers.
In cases where ex-ante analysis is done following the procedures in Table 10.2, it is
easier to identify the leverage points in the system based on the responses to the key
diagnostic questions. The strength of the leveraging options, however, depends on the
context in which the interventions at the landscape scale are to be implemented. Some
leveraging options may be strong enough to change the system trajectory under a given
socio-economic and political contexts while they may be weak under other contexts.

Figure 10.1 Understanding the processes that led to ecosystem degradation in the Shinyanga Region
(adapted from Duguma et al., 2014). The figure is based on analysis using some elements of DPSIR.
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2. Goals

Land tenure was a major obstacle to pursue sustainable land management
practices.

Assessment responses in the Shinyanga Region case study
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1. The Tanzanian government enacted the 1997 Land Policy and the Land
and Village Land Acts of 1999 that enabled villages to hold land title
deeds enabling the formal establishment of the Ngitili systems (UNDP,
2012).

1d. Any moves or promises to make
the necessary changes to policy and
institutional barriers (if any) to make the
desired goal achievable?

Severely degraded with frequent drought, extensive land degradation and
highly overgrazed.
A properly managed landscape that provides the necessary ecosystem
services, particularly water, livestock feed, wood and other non-timber forest
products.
With sincere engagement of the key actors the restoration was believed to be
achievable.

2a. What is the reference state (starting point)
of the landscape?

2b. What is the desired state of the landscape?

2c. Is the defined goal realistic in relation to
the biophysical, policy and institutional
contexts and resources available?

2. The government of Tanzania created a new institution called the
Shinyanga Soil Conservation Programme (HASHI) in the 1980s.

Local communities did not have the title deeds granting them land rights.

1c. Are there any policy and institutional
barriers that need to be tackled?

1b. Are there appropriate institutions to support No strong institution capable of undertaking the restoration existed before
achieving the desired landscape state?
HASHI was established.

Leveraging Key preliminary diagnostic questions to
areas
identify levers
1. Policy and 1a. Do favourable policy frameworks exist in
institutional
the area?
contexts

Table 10.2 Leveraging areas and preliminary diagnostic questions to identify the levers in a landscape. The HASHI related experiences were compiled from
Mlenge (2004), Monela et al. (2005), Barrow and Shah (2011) and Duguma et al. (2013; 2014). The number of diagnostic questions could change depending
on the local context.
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4. Practices

3. Actors

Local communities who relied on the landscape for feed, wood, water
and other services, village environmental committees (responsible for
enforcing local rules and regulations); local authorities (provide local
government support for the programme); the HASHI programme office
(main implementer of activities); NORAD1 (the main donor for the HASHI
programme); Government of the Republic of Tanzania (policy and legal
support at national and subnational levels).
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For the local communities the objective was to have access to a
sustainable supply of resources including feed for their livestock, water
and other forest products. For the government and donors it was to ensure
sustainable management of the natural resources and reversing the looming
desertification threat.

Woodland clearance due to tsetse flies problem, cotton and other cash crop
expansion, cutting down trees for housing purposes during resettlement
(villagization), overgrazing, etc.
Local communities were the ones to ensure the sustainable use of the
resources. The village environmental committees set the harvesting limits
and determined who was allowed to use what and to what extent.
Restoration of the Ngitili systems, boundary planting of trees, on-farm tree
growing, etc.

4a. What are the different practices in the
landscape (e.g., land uses, resource use
behaviours, etc.)?

4b. Any expected behavioural change
anticipated by the actors in the move
towards the desired state?

4c. Any proposed practices (and their roles) to
help move towards the desired state?

3d. Is there any communication channel among There was a specific communication strategy for all engaged in the
the actors to keep them informed?
programme through the village environmental committees and the local
authorities.

3c. What is the interest (objective) of each
actor?

3b. Are most of the actors involved in the
During the early phases of HASHI there was strong emphasis on
decision-making processes (e.g., in goal
empowering the local communities and other actors through participatory
setting etc.)? Do they agree to the proposed project engagement. All actors agreed on the desired state.
desired change in the landscape?

3a. Who are the actors in the landscape? What
are their roles?

Climate-Smart Landscapes: Multifunctionality In Practice
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NORAD, with support of other international donors and national government
was providing the financial resources required for the programmes.

5b. Is there sufficient financial resources to
derive the desired change?

The focus was empowering the local community to reinstate their informal
institutional structures, such as the Dagashida and Sungusungu, for more
sustainable natural resources management. The donors, the government and
the local community representatives were keenly involved.

6c. Was there any monitoring process in place? Before the HASHI programme there was no formal monitoring process in
place, which changed after HASHI was established with monitoring being
one of the project components.

6b. Were there any negotiation processes
in defining the desired goal to avoid
conflicts among the primary actors in the
landscapes?

6a. What is the state of ecological processes in Most ecological processes were strongly affected by the biophysical state
the landscape before intervention?
of the landscapes, for instance, water cycle, nutrient cycle, vegetation
dynamics, etc.

Institutions like ICRAF2 provided technical support on sustainable
management practices to be implemented in the area. The local communities
implemented the activities in the landscapes with the support of the HASHI
staff.

5a. Is there sufficient skilled and non-skilled
manpower to derive the change?

1 NORAD – Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation; 2 ICRAF – World Agroforestry Centre

6. Processes

5. Inputs
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4.1

Key leveraging areas and levers used in the HASHI programme

5.

Summary

1. Leveraging through actor engagement: The design process of the restoration
programme started with intense local community consultation to ensure a participatory
and people-driven process. This resulted in empowerment of local institutions such as
the Dagashida and Sungusungu both of which were important in local decision-making
and in enforcing the rule of the law at local levels. Another strong actor-focused
leveraging was the creation of village environmental committees that were supported
by the village leaders. The committees were the main link between the local community
and the District and higher-level representatives taking part in the programme.
2. Leveraging through proper practices choice: In selecting practices for the restoration
programme, local communities had a strong voice that led to the decision that their
traditional fodder management system (Ngitili) become a priority one. Ngitili was
complemented with agroforestry practices such as rotational woodlots, boundary tree
plantings and on-farm tree growing.
3. Leveraging through policies and institutional setups: A number of policy leverages
were implemented to ensure the restoration programme became effective in the
Shinyanga region. Some of them include a reform in tenure rights for the local people,
institutionalization of the restoration programme, strong engagement of the national
government through ministries working on the environment and natural resources,
and securing and channelling the long-term support of international donors for the
programme.
4. Leveraging through input facilitation: The government of Tanzania liaised with
NORAD, other donors, and ICRAF to facilitate the financial and technical inputs
required for the success of the programme. Through this, it was possible to secure
long-term support for the programme.
5. Leveraging through goal changing: To stop the threat of desertification in the region
due to natural resources degradation, it was necessary to change the goal of managing
the landscapes from a landscape that was facing degradation due to overuse to the
desired state of a multifunctional landscape. Most of the actors in the landscape were
part of the decision-making process and were thoroughly consulted.
This chapter has introduced how the leverage points assessment used in different
disciplines can also be applied to landscape management to move a landscape from its
current state to a desired state, usually a more sustainable one. Leveraging landscapes
comprises at least four basic elements: 1) understanding the drivers of change and thus
critically analyzing the priorities to address them, 2) targeting the leveraging areas and
identifying the levers by understanding the potential areas of change, 3) recognizing the
tradeoffs that emerge due to the leveraging processes, and 4) recognizing leakages in
the system as feedbacks. Six key areas of leveraging were identified: actors, practices,
processes, inputs, policies and institutional setups, and goals. Critically looking at these
leveraging areas can help practitioners to identify leveraging options to nudge landscapes
to move from their current state to a different desired state. We believe this approach is
sufficiently simple and practical for practitioners managing landscapes at various scales.
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